Cyclone Nargis Relief Response – two months overview
Immediately after Cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar on May 2nd 2008, Amurt started bringing help to the
people affected by this natural calamity. Two month later Amurt has already expanded its activities
to other sectors of the relief operation, particularly in child protection and reconstruction of houses
and education facilities.
Food distribution
So far Amurt has delivered food packages to 20 villages in the Ayeyarwady Delta area. To operate in
this area presents some logistics difficulties since all the movement of goods has to be done by boat.

The volunteers and the cargo travel by truck from Yangon to the major towns and from there the
relief materials are loaded on the boats to travel through a labyrinth of rivers and canals to reach the
villages. This operation is often done under adverse weather conditions.

Once in the villages Amurt volunteers set distribution points and distribute vouchers to the villagers
for them to claim the food packages. In this way it is ensure that distribution is fair an orderly.

The food packages include rice, beans oil, molasses and salt to feed a family of 5 members during
6/7 days. The packages also include candles (even before the cyclone there was not electricity supply
to the villages in the Delta area)

For the next face of the operation Amurt will distribute non-food items kits containing mosquitonets, blankets and pots.
Child Protection:
Amurt has started the construction of four “Child Friendly Spaces”, this are community centres
where children below school age, come to recover a sense of normalcy after going through the
distressing experience of a natural catastrophe. Our volunteers engage the children in games, story
telling and creative activities. At the child friendly spaces the children are also provided with a daily
nutritious meal. At the same time our volunteers monitor the condition of separated,
unaccompanied and orphaned children; this is extremely important to avoid abuse in any form:
violence, child labour, child trafficking or sexual exploitation.

The four Amurt Child Friendly Spaces are under construction in plots of land donated particularly for
this purpose. Amurt will operate the CFS during six month and then there will be a smooth
transition to the community which will operate them.

Amurt staff has already started the children registration.
Integrated Village Reconstruction:
Amurt has started the integrated village reconstruction program. This project aims to rebuild 300
dwellings in four villages destroyed during the cyclone and solve basic sanitation issues like providing
access to clean water.
The first step was to send a team of engineers to assess the situation in the villages to interview the
villager whose dwellings where totally or partially destroyed.

Two month after the cyclone, the people in the Delta have already constructed shelters with what
ever material was available, in some cases they recycled what was left from their destroyed houses

In other cases the used local materials which now have become scarce and expensive, particularly
bamboo and thatch roofing.

Others constructed their shelters with plastic sheets provided by aid agencies.
Most of the ponds and wells became saline during the storm, that’s why it is common to observe
that the villagers are harvesting rain water by installing gutters to the roof, made of bamboo, metal
sheets or simply by folding a piece of plastic sheet, then the rain is collected into large ceramic
containers.

Temporary Learning Centres (TLC)
During the Cyclone Nargis, 1,600 schools where destroyed. At present the classes in Ayeryawady
Division have started at monasteries and community buildings which function as temporary schools.

Amurt engineers have assessed the
situation and come up with a design to
rebuild 20 temporary learning centres
units with capacity for 50 children each,
this program will cover the school needs
in 9 villages. Amurt is also considering
rebuilding permanent learning centres.

Conclusion:
Amurt response to the cyclone Nargis emergency has been smooth thanks to the prompt support of
our sponsors and also due to the preparedness of the local volunteers. Now Amurt is planning to
increase the number of projects it has undertaking and also expand to other sectors of the postcyclone recovery task.

